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Result Of Primary
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Bobby's Latest:
'I Might Run'

'JIK.V0

CONCORD, N.H. (AP) ~ The clear protest of New Hampshire voters against President Johnson's policies prompted Sen. Robert F.
■ «'«*" -»»>f
Kennedy, D-N.Y., Wednesday to reassess the possibility of running
against the man In the White House.
Johnson's failure to muster even half of the more than 54,000
Democratic votes In a presidential popularity contest with Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy, D-Mlniu. foretold the difficulties the President
may face In his expected bid for re-election.
In Washington, Kennedy told reporters outside a Senate hearing
room that "I am reassessing my position as to whether I'll run
against President Johnson for the Democratic presidential nomination."
"I think that the election In New Hampshire has Indicated a great
deal of concern in the Democratic party about the direction our country is going," he said.
He added that his reassessment also Is based on evidence that
the Johnson administration intends to continue on Its present course
in Vietnam and that former Vice President Richard M. Nixon Is the
probable GOP nominee.
At the White House, press secretary George Christian declined
comment on Kennedy's statement.
The heavy turnout of about 106,000 Republicans in New Hampshire,
who gave Nixon 79 per cent support at the polls in a virtually uncontested election, gave striking Indication that Republicans are sensing that Johnson Is In political
trouble and may be vulnerable In
November.
Kennedy clearly sensed that
sami? thing. But McCarthy showed
no Inclination now to let Kennedy
push him aside and claim the torch
of dissent within the Democratic
party.
By Bruce M. Larrlck
numbers were given two states
section of the state are expected
McCarthy earlier had acknowNew York (92 delegates) and AriStaff Writer
to attend.
ledged that the brother of the
zona (16 delegates).
Texas Senator John Tower Is
Invitations have been sent to late President John F. Kennedy
The Young Republicans want the every Republican representative
tentatively scheduled to keynote
Student Council meets tonight
the mock Republican convention
convention to be as realistic as from Ohio In Washington, every could conceivably become the beneficiary of his McCarthy's efforts
to discuss resolutions on Impossible, so they have requested
to be held on campus April 20.
Republican representative In Col- In the primaries.
proving com nmicatlons between
each residence unit to vote as umbus, all Northwest Ohio county
Senator Tower, Is being mentioned
Few political strategists were
students anl campus organizations
as a possible Republican vlcetheir state would on at least the chairmen, all Bowling Green city
saying that because Johnson won
and to discuss the change in draft
presldentlal candidate.
first three ballots.
councllmen, Mayor Gus Sklbble, over McCarthy by a scant 3,527
status of graduate students.
Also tentatively scheduled to
When each unit was notified of and both Republican Toledo city
votes, the party Is likely to dump
Under new business, a resoluappear as chairman of the contheir state, they were given the councllmen.
the
President.
Johnson
got
48
tion sponsored by Tom Parrlsh,
vention Is Representative Charles
address of that slate's party chairA site for the convention has per cent of the vote, McCarthy 42.
junior representative, calls for
man. They were then to write
Kurfess, speaker of the Ohio Genbeen chosen yet, but the Grand
But they were saying that the
a "channel of communications'"
him and find out how the state's not
eral Assembly and an alumnus of
Ballroom of the University Union 22,810 votes McCarthy racked up
to be established throughout dormactual delegates are planning to
the University.
is the most likely choice at this against Johnson's 26,337 Indicates
itories for the use of any revote. Uncommitted states are alThe convention Is being held
time.
substantial
dissent
among
Democognized student organization.
lowed to vote as they want.
by the Bowling Green Young ReEven though the convention Is crats to the way the President
The proposal was devised as
The convention will be on a
publicans Club and has been orbeing run by the Young Repub- Is conducting not only the VietParrlsh believes certain students
tight time schedule, with proganized mainly through the efforts
licans, Campbell emphasizes that nam war but the Presidency itrights necessary for the function
ceedings starting at 7 p.m. and
of the club's president, Phil Campof student government here are
probably lasting for about seven the primary objective is education self.
bell.
McCarthy's
headquarters
In
of
the
students.
being "lost through the chain of
hours. The only thing omitted from
There will be a total of 1400
Washington was claiming that the
command."
delegates to the convention, with
the convention will be the presen"The political nominating con- Minnesota senator actually got
residence units and the commuters
tation of a platform.
vention Is a uniquely American more votes than Johnson.
He asks the Dean's offices to
A platform will not be written
representing the various states.
Institution, and we feel that a
establish a policy of free access
They
contend
that
there
were
because of a lack of time and
The larger residence halls were
student's education is lacking If 4,640 write-ins for him on the In distributing materials In studmoney, Campbell said.
given the larger states to rehe doesn't know what goes on at
ent mailboxes, post signs on dormRepublican ballot, where they said
Because this convention Is the
present. For example, California
one of these affairs. Any partiitory walls, and a specified time
only one to be held In Northwest(86 delegates) was given to Rodgers
san politics will be secondary at Johnson got none. That writeeach day for clubs' announcements
in
vote
will
not
be
known
for
at
Ohio, dignitaries from all over this
Quadrangle, while Puerto Rico (5
this convention," Campbell stated.
over public address systems.
least
a
week.
delegates) was given to Alpha
The recent draft policy enabling
Gamma Delta sorority. The comgraduate students to be called
muters, because of their large
Into military service will be discussed by Council, as well.
To condemn the National Security Council for their role In
passing this recent legislation,
Paul Buehrer, Junior representative, Nick Licate, Students for
•:• The University Golf Course :•:
a Democratic Society member,
:•: will not open until after April £
and William Seaton, have spon••• 1, James R. Richardson, sup- •:•
sored the resolution.
:|: ervlsor of the course, said. X
Reasons prompting the action
By
BARBARA
PATRICK
$ He asked the cooperation of the •:•
ing the act.
were listed as*:
Staff Writer
•:• students In observing the :|:
"If a picture of a person is printed an! he Is
"There isn't anything in the world as important later proven not guilty, much damage has been
"The policy will create a ser:•: opening date by staying off j:|
ious shortage of trained man••• the course until It Is opened, g as a free trial," Toledo lawyer Daniel E. McCul- done," he said.
power on which the future of the
•j "As long as there Is a :•: lough stressed as he spoke here Tuesday night.
The damage Is particularly harmful when a man
"Although there has been great Improvement be- tries to find a Job. The potential employee Is asked
U.S. will depend," and, "it Is
:•: frost I can't open the course," •:•
essential to the national health,
•:• he said, explaining why the x tween members of the newspaper and legal pro- if he has ever bsen arrested, not if he has been consafety and Interest to provide grad:•: course was not opened during X fessions there is still room for Improvement," he victed, according to the Toledo lawyer.
uate student deferments."
The danger of printing Incorrect information Is
"•:• the spring-like weather last * stated in discussing "Free Trial: Fair Press"
present where there are several officials, each of
:|i week. He said that frost kills :•: before approximately 80 persons.
Other items on the agenda under
"A friend once told me the presumption of in- w'aom gives a different version of the samj event.
:•: the grass when someone walks j:j
'old business' will Include disnocence
exists
until
the
newspaper
is
published
the
"Loud mouth officials are responsible In the first
•:• on It while the ground Is cold, x
cussion on student traffic court.
X He also said that divots, even X next morning. He Is absolutely right," stated M-. place and papers make this situation possible by
■x-M
McCullough.
:•.' If replaced, will not grow •:•
publishing the story," Mr. McCullough stated.
"I'm In favor of freedom of speech, freedom of
To cut off these sources of misinformation he
v back.
:•:
:•: The practice greens adja•:• the press, and fair trial," he continued. "Until suggested punishment of newspapers which violate
INSIDE
•:j cent to the varsity baseball * guilt is established there should be minimum press rules and use of recommendations of committees
•> field, are open, as well as X coverage. Too often the charge is printed on the which have investigated court reporting.
DU Cor Rally
pg. 5
§ the open fields near the •:• first page and the acquittal is on the thirty-eighth
"I don't know why anyone should oppose these
'Exhibitionist'
page."
•:• course, for those wanting :•:
guidelines," he commented. "It seems to me all
Review
pg- 7
The individual charged with the offense is Mr. essential Information comes within them."
$ some pre-season practice.
•:•
McCullough's
major
concern,
not
the
police
report(Continued on Page 6)
:^v^%v.v.v.-^:.;.:.:.v.;.:.:o>x-:-:v::::x"
-'■*

Literary Supplement Coming Tomorrow

Mock Republican
Convention Slated

I No Golfing f
I Until April I

Afforney Questions
Trial Coverage

Council
To Talk
On Draft
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Only A Threat
The boycott has been called off
and hopefully the students are all
satisfied. Actually there was never a boycott—only the threat of
one. This rare spark of life emitting from Student Council was
more a reaction to general student dissatisfaction than a creation
of It. The final agreement reached Involved a few policy modifications, but side-stepped the basic
reasons why students are moving
off campus. Those reasons are
dorm fees and social restrictions.
These problems continue to exist
unchanged.
A solution will probably not be
found by this Student Council because of two fundamental causes.
First, the Student Council has no
real Identity and Its members
have no real awareness of their
roles. If they had, those dorm
contracts would never have been
formulated without council involvment.
Secondly, the student body In
general has little or no effective
way to protest or question the
university regulations under which
they live. This Is apparent in
the attitude of representatives on
council.

«WWfl»»
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All too often elections degenerate into personality races with
a few remarks on experience and
a desire to serve as the only
qualifications for office. Then,
after serving an unproductive year
they run on the platform of experience.
Al Morgan expressed roughly the
same statements and suggested
starting a constitutional convention
to give a new face to student
government. (A sound suggestion, but it only scratches the surface). The basic philosophy of student council has to change. Members have to challenge and probe
present policies, not Ignore them.
They should actively initiate programs and policies with or without administration and faculty participation.

Proceed With Caution
The Interfraternity Council's recent plan to permit entering
freshmen to rush and pledge immediately next fall will probably be met with opposition by some faculty and independent
students.
An age-old theory, developing back when Greek organizations were first formed, gives the impression that pledging
hinders studying, and consequently grades. No statistics are
available, the IFC reports however, which verifies this belief.
The News endorses IFC's action, with some reservations.

Above all, council should articulate student discontent with the
multiversity educational experience and encourage debate among
all members of the community concerning the nature and future of
the University.

Realizing the days of hazing are coming to an end, fraternities have promised their pledging programs to be more "constructive."
Constructive, we hope in terms of pledge education involving
study habits, class attendance, and uppcrclass assistance
with courses—not the building of floats for Spring Weekend.
The News understands that University administrators are
permitting IFC to proceed with its plans on an experimental
basis. If it is found that there is a definite correlation between freshmen pledging and flunk-outs, Creeks will be forced
into returning to its deferred rush system.
Fraternities would do best to keep these things in mind when
formulating their future pledging programs.

As a beginning, Student Council
could publish a phamphlet delineating its goals, This would systematize council's duties and powers. It could clarify and Inform
the student body of how students
could be respected participants In
all university policy-making. And
perhaps, as a by-product, it would
spark some Imaginative council
programming.

;rX«tt«*:-x*x«*:*x*:*x*:-^^
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The B-C News is published Tuesdays thru Fridays during the
regular school year, except holiday periods, and once o week
during summer sessions, under authority of the Publications
Committee of Bowling Creen State University.
Opinions expressed in editorials, editorial cartoons or other
columns in the News do not necessarily reflect the opinions of
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Ohio.
Opinions expressed by columnists do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the B-G News.
Editorials in the News
reflect the opinions of the majority of members of the B-C News
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At this moment the university
is revamping the departments of
the Dean of Men and the Dean of
Woman. Council has not reported
any committee workings In this
area. In many universities these
two departments have been replaced by a Vice President of Student Affairs, but Bowling Green
has both these extraneous offIces. Could this be poor planning
or wasteful bureaucracy? In the
meantime our fees are Increasing
and the administration Is expanding its office space Into the new
Student Activities building. What
has student council done about lnThe News welcomes letters
to the editor. Letters should
be typewritten and signed by
the author and carry his typewritten
name,
address and
phone number.
As many letters as possible
will be published within the
limits of space, good taste
and laws of libel. The News
reserves the right to edit
letters more than 300 words
in length.

By NICK LICATE
vestlgating and publicizing this
problem—nothing.
Student Council could also move
to establish Independent governments in the dorms which would
truthfully reflect student Interests
in forming social regulations.
For example, the student government of the University of Michigan (a state supported Institution) decided that each dorm could
legislate Its own calling hours on
a one-semester trial basis. This
is not an Isolated example but
an Increasingly common move In

giving living units greater autonomy. There is no reason why
Bowling Green cannot also move
In this direction.
When even student council members admit that student council
Is a farce, Its time for a change,
in structure and attitude. Council"
cannot create student faith when
It lacks faith in Itself.
The student body ignores a leadership which does not innovate,
which is not dynamic and does not
speak out! How can the student
body follow that which does not
lead?

jjFacu/fy Column j
::x*x*x*x*x-x-x*:

ly Allen V. Wiley

•X*X*XvX*X*X*XX

The following column was submitted by Mr. Allen V. Wiley, associate
professor of economics. This is the conclusion of a two port series.

Hie Dbcrim motion Problem
In the days before substantial numbers of people began proclaiming that God Is dead a little poem by one of America's minor poets
was rather widely known:
"Heaven is not reached by a single bound;
We must build the ladder by which we would rise
From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies,
And mount to its summit round by round."
There Is a certain sense in which the universe seems to discriminate against every living being because even the most fortunate
ones seldom get everything they want, and aches tend to grow apace
In the unsatisfied areas. As balm for these aching places many Christian people once sang a hymn whose chorus began thus. "Count your
many blessings, name them one by one, And It will surprise you what
the Lord has done."
Slowly and unspectacularly race relations are improving on our
campus and in this community. The Church to which I belong and
others In Bowling Green have given substantial sums of money to
promote social and educational effort among migratory workers and
their children, and they are making an honest effort to welcome members of all racial groups to their services and membership. One
of the ministers of my Church has preached repeatedly In Negro Churches In Toledo, and done a lot of work to improve social conditions
and race relations In that city and elsewhere.
When Negro students complained of difficulties at local barbershops our University opened one In the Union with a strict policy of
nondlscrlmlnatlon. I believe that every member of our administration Is honestly trying to promote fair treatment of all minorities
both on and off the campus. Owners of rental housing are required
to sign nondlscrlmlnatory agreements to obtain University approval, and our administration is on record as an EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER
All employee contracts contain a statement to that
effect.
The promotion of Dr. Bond to Vice President Is evidence of an
established policy of recognizing excellence wherever found. Any
Negro who feels that he Is a victim of discrimination should call
It to the attention of Dr. Bond, and he certainly need have no fear
of an unsympathetic hearing. While there Is undoubtedly room for
improvement, most students and faculty on this campus are honestly trying to improve race relations, and that Is of major Importance.
Most faculty msra^rs exercise particular care in grading Negro students to make sure that there Is no basis for a claim of unfair treatment.
If there Is reason for supposing that anyone has been refused admission because of his race, this should be promptly reported to Dr.
Bond. There are, unfortunately, large numbers of white as well as
Negro students who are not In college because of poverty. This Is
not an easy problem to solve but honest efforts are being made.
President James P. Dlxon of Antloch College has been working very
hard to provide an opportunity for higher education to dlsadvantaged
young people of minority groups, particularly Negroes. Along with
many others on the staff here I have been contributing to his fund.
A lot of us with white skins have also been contributing money to
Roy wilklns and others offering sound leadership and aid to Negroes.
Voluntary donations are In addition to taxes white people pay to help
Improve the lot of Negroes.
We cannot force others to love, trust, or respect us. These things
have to be earned. The fact that a Negro student may be chosen
a campus queen or class president would seem to Indicate that white
students are not altogether blind to genuine merit outside their own
racial group. It Is certainly to be hoped that persons thus selected
will not entertain the monstrous supposition that It was a mere insincere gesture to cover up a secret determination to engage in discrimination. The thousands of students who have been honestly trying
to be fair to minorities here and large numbers of people on our
administration and staff who, for many years, have been zealously
fighting discrimination of every kind on this campus were Immeasurably saddened by a front-page, blanket Indictment of "our institution.
In closing I should like to ask this question; If only eleven per
cent of Americans were white and most of the rest were Negroes,
would discrimination then be nonexistent? Finally I suggest the addition of an extra 'e' to the name of the President of the senior class
so that, as he grows older and becomes more experienced, he may
learn to Seewell through the dense clouds of dust which tend to obscure the social and economic realities of our time.

m
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BG Will Take Part
In Mock Primary

Past AWS Prexy
Looks Af Term
By JAN JONES
Staff Writer
Ann McCullough, outgoing president of the Association ■>' Women
Students, was on the outside looking In. She was outside the structure Of AWS.
As she stepped Into office, Miss
McCullough had a lot of goals In
mind. Did she accomplish them?
Yes, some of her major goals,
such as dorm autonomy, a nohours housing program and a
change In the social calendar were
accomplished.
Her major emphasis, however,
was on dorm autonomy. "Women
were so far from 'he actual decision-making, they felt AWS did
not represent them" Miss McCullough said. "This only served
to Increase the alienation we were
suffering from In such a large University."
Miss McCullough felt someone
outside the structure of AWS could
look at these problems with more
perspective and, better evaluate
them.
"I was familiar with AWS preceding s, but not tied up In them,"
she explained. "I thought someone should look at what was really
happening In AWS, seeing Its long
range goals as well as Its everyday workings."
Another of her major goals which
she accomplished was the adoption
of the four point housing plan, she
said. "The four point housing
plan not only will grant women a
choice of government and a nohours policy, but will also take

most of the legislative power from
Legislative Board and give it to
the Individual housing units.
"Therefore, If Legislative
Board exists next year, It will
only serve as an advisory board
for the dorm governments and tor
planning social and cultural events," she continued.
But Miss McCullough also had
some difficulties. "One of my
biggest problems was thinking In
terms of organizations rather than
In terms of Individual people," she
said.
Three other problems caused

Ann McCullough

Challenges Johnson

McCarthy Optimistic
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - The
optimistic McCarthy, who now says
"I think I can get the nomlnatlonwe're ahead," made It clear he
will not step aside for Kennedy
as he once Indicated he m'ght.
Kennedy said previously that the
New Hampshire outcome had not
at this time altered his decision
to support the President actively
If Johnson Is renomlnated.
If he chose to becomo an active candidate, the New York senator would be In a position to
challenge McCarthy without entering any primaries. Politicians remember that the late Sen. Estes
Kefauver wjn a series of primary
victories without getting the top
prize.
The Wiilte House fended off
questions about Johnson's reaction, standing on the P resident's
Tuesday night statement that
"New Hampshire Is the only place
where a candidate can claim 20
per cent of the vote Is a landslide and 40 par cent Is a mandate and 60 per cent Is unanimous."
By that count both he and McCarthy
get some kind of mandates.
Press Secretary George Christian claimed an unlikely White
House Indifference to the New
Hampshire outcome when he said
"There's not going to be a great
deal of attention here to primaries, polls or politics."
McCarthy challenged the President to campaign actively against
him In the April 2 Wisconsin
primary, w'lere 59 convention
delegates are at stake. Johnson's
name Is on the ballot there and
he Is not expected to withdraw
It by filing the necessary non-

candidate affidavit.
In Milwaukee, Leslie A spin,
executive director of the President's campaign In the state conceded that McCarthy had scored
a "very significant" vote In New
Hampshire and would do even
better In Wisconsin.
In Manchester, N.H., McCarthy
declined at a news conference
prior to Kennedy's statement to
speculate about his fellow senator's plans. He said he had no
criticism of the way the New
York Democrat had reacted to
his own campaign.
But he offered no hint that he
thinks Kennedy might swing behind him as an active supporter,
a stance the New York senator
previously has declined to take
despite his general agreement with
McCarthy's criticism of Vietnam
policies.

License Plates To
I Go On Sale
Automobile license plates
go on sale 9 a.m., Saturday,
at the License Bureau, 205
N. Prospect St.
"The plates must be displayed by midnight, April 15,"
said David N. Ellsworth, of
the license bureau.
License plates will cost $10
plus a deputy fee of 50 cents.
The License Bureau will sell
the plates from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., Mondays through Fridays, and from 9 a.m. to noon
on Saturdays.
"It would be a good Idea
' to check your driver's license
expiration date too," Mr.
; Ellsworth said.

Bi/M£fi
Ctfff

willing to stand up and be counted,"
McClelland said.
"The Impact of several million
colleglates expressing their opinions In a unified manner should
be enormous," he added.
A speech by a noted Congressman, yet to be selected, rallies,
symposiums and a mock convention
are major events being planned to
precede the voting. The week of
the primary also has been designated "Vietnam Week" on the
campus by Student Council.
Sponsored by Time magazine.
"Choice 68" has been endorsed
by President Johnson, who has
said that the vote will be highly
significant and has predicted that
a strong turnout would favor Democratic candidates and policies.
Eight other Ohio universities
In addition to Bowling Green have
been Invited to participate In the
balloting.

Tinnoppel Body
To Lie At Front
Hie body of Dr. Harold E. Tlnnappel, professor of mathematics,
will lie In state at Prout Chapel
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. today.
Dr. Tlnnappel was found dead In
his Pembervtlle home on Tuesday.
Rev. Paul Tuchardt will conduct
the memorial service tor Dr. Tlnnappel at noon.
Dr. Tlnnappel's surviving sitters, Mrs. Don Fisher and M.-s.
Don Dodson, request that any mem orlal donations be made to the Dr.
Harold Tlnnappel Scholarship Fund
c/o the University.
Dr. Louis C. Graue, chairman
of the department, and Dr. Richard R. Eakln, assistant professor,
will temporarily be teaching Dr.
Tlnnappel's classes.

SPECIAL
FRI-SAT-SUN
BIG SHEF
39*
Oily
FISH (FRIES 39Y

SENIORS
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■;• Law Society
Meeting

x
■:•
§
X
•:•
X
•:•
:|;
X
•:•
x
|:|
X
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You know that meeting you ■:'■
have tonight In Room 504 In :::
the Life Sciences Bldg.?
x
Well, It's going to start v"
at 7 p.m.—give or take a :j:
few minutes. Unfortunately, $
the advertisement In yester- •:•
day's paper negllcted to men- :•:
tlon the meeting time.
Now that you know when It'll x
start, you'll all be there, 8
right?
X

WILL ALL SUNBATHING MAJORS
PLEASE REPORT
TO 6REENYIEW APARTMENTS?

YOUR SUMMER LEASE IS WAITING.
GREENYIEW APARTMENTS
214 NAPOLEON ROAD
RESIDENT MANAGER

her difficulties as AWS president
last year. One of these was trying to act like an "AWS president," she said. "I refuse to
fit the 'pattern' both in and out
of office."
Another problem was convincing
women, particularly those on Legislative Board, that they should
first offer their opinions, and then
worry about whether or not they
would be defeated by the dean of
women.
An example of this was Miss
McCullough's attempt to get legislation passed for hall director
evaluation, which was defeated by
Legislative Board.
Finally, "I sometimes saw AWS
getting caught In Its own beaurocracy while It was at the same time
trying to combat this Identical
fault In the administration," Miss
McCullough said. But she
realizes not all of her goals could
be accomplished.
"I'm not naive enough to think
that because of my suggesting these
things they came Into practice.
"As I see it, the changes which
occurred this year came about as
a result of a combination of the
mind-blowing campaign for AWS
elections last year, thorough evaluation of AWS programming, Increased communication between
students and administrators and a
redirection of goals by Dr. James
G. Bond, vice president of student affairs, and personnel
deans," she stated.
>
Miss McCullough Is an American studies major, and hopes to
attend graduate school next year,
then teach college.
"And I'm planning to marry
but I feel It Is Important for a
womin to be an Individual In her
own right as well as a wife and
mother," she continued.
Miss McCullough enjoys cooking, particularly French cooking,
sewing, reading and canoeing. "I
also enjoy ceramics and other
types of art, only I lack, I think,
a thing called talent," she added.
Her campus activities Include
being a nwraojr of the United
Christian Fellowship, the University Appeals Board, the Committee
on University Governance, which Is
a committee composed of faculty,
students and administrators to
study the power structures of the
University, and Alpha Phi sororltv.

Bowling Green University will
be among 2,000 U.S. colleges and
universities taking part In "Choice
6 8," a nation-wide collegiate
presidential prlm.iry set tor April
24.
Student voters representing 75
per cent of the nation's college
students will Indicate their favorite
candidates In the balloting and
will also express their opinions
on three Issues covering government spending and the war In
Vietnam.
Among the 14 political figures
on the ballot are Lyndon B. Johnson, Richard Nixon, Nelson Rockefeller, George Wallace, Eugene
McCarthy, Ronald Reagan, George
Romney, Martin Luther King and
Mark Hatfleid.
Coordinator of the Bowling
Green primary la Lee McClelland,
a Junior from Mt. Gliead and
student body treasurer. "The election will give students a chance
to let the country know they are

DAVE MISCH APT. 1

all about the exceptional career opportunities
with The Travelers, one of North America's
largest and most diversified organizations.
See your Placement Director today and sign up
to meet Bill Kelley when he is on your campus
March 19.
Be sure to pick up a copy of "Success Story,"
The Travelers new career guide, from your
Placement Office.
The TRAVELERS INSURANCE Companies
An equal opportunity employer M & F
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NET To Study Privacy

Enrollment Increases!

To Ail-Time High
Enrollment at the University has reached an all-time
second-semester high, according to a report by the
Registrar's office.
The current total of 12,634
students tops last year's
second semester figure by
961. Registrar Glenn I. Van
Wormer called the Increase
"unusually high."
However, Mr. Van Wormer
said there were 469 fewer
students on campus then there
were last September. The decrease from the first sem-

"Right of Privacy," aNET docuester's on-campus enrollment j:| mentary which examines the
was surprisingly low when x choices for privacy In an age of
compared to last year's de- £ bulging files, will be shown at
crease of 974, Mr. Van x 8 p.m. Monday on Channel 70.
Wormer pointed out. Total x
number of students presently •:•
The program Investigates the
on campus Is 11,426.
:•: use of computers, lie detector
Included In the grand total '■:'■ tests, pre-employment personality
are 1,208 students attending •:• tests, and other means of Interclasses at the University's :•: rogating the Individual. It suggests
four academic centers, 258 £ that the establishment of a proentering freshmen, and 151 :j: posed National Data Center wjuld
transfer students.
•:• be "the end of privacy" and the
The majority of the stud- | opening of a man's private life
ents are registered In the :•: to public scrutiny.
College of Education, which £
has an enrollment of 6,353 <•
The NET documentary begins
students, over 400 more than £ with the birth of a baby at ML
a year ago. To'.al numi>er of £ Slnal Hospital In New York City.
students In the College of :•: There, the baby Is footprlnted
Business Administration has £ and his first confidential Informareached 2,147 as compared x tion Is put on punch cards, tape,
with 1,924 last year. Students £ and microfilm, to Join the 500,000
In the College of Liberal Arts £ hospital files already available
number 294 more than these- :•: for examination by Insurance and
cond semester of 1966-67.
£ credit companies and government
Increases also are apparent x agencies.
In Graduate School enroll-£
ment, which has climbed to£
Other Invasions of privacy seen
L06L, showing an Increase of £ on the program are an actual
50 more than the past sem- £ lie detector test, a field Investiester and 81 more than last £ gation of an Insurance applicant,
year.
:•:• and the much-publicized case of
Ralph Nader and General Motors.
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By Pat Piyne
•:•
Staff Writer
"What's all the screaming X
$
about?"
•:•
"Maybe someone got pinned or
:•:
engaged."
"What? No school Wednesday?" £
•>
"Yayllll!"
"Walt. How do you know?"
"They Just announced It over
the PA In McDonald North."
"Let's stay up all night and
play cards!"
"Too bad we didn't know about
this earlier, we could have gone
drinking."
"And to think I've been studying
all evening — ugh."
"I bet no one Is going to get
up for breakfast tomorrow."
The University has been award"Yeah, I'm solng to bed right
ed two research grants from 'he
now and sleep all day."
National Association of Broadcas"Thanks, Willy T.I"
ters, Dr. Duane E. Tucker, dlrec"Darn, I only had one class
toe of WBGU-TV, has announced.
tomorrow. Why couldn't It have
been Thursday?"
A$900 grant went to Robert K.
"I was supposed to have a calClark, assistant professor, and
culus test Wednesday — ha hat"
Thomas W. Holm, Instructor, to do
"We Just told the third floor
a research project on the role of
the news — they don't believe us."
the radio station manager and
"I'm never going to complain
newspaper editor In small marabout Bowling Green's weather
kets.
again. Blow, wind, blow. Baby,
Jack Barwlnd and Robert Gratz,
let It snow!"
both graduate students In spasch,
"ATTENTION. The previous anreceived a $600 grant to support a
nouncement was a hoax. There
study on editorial messages. Mr.
WILL be classes tomorrow."
Gratz Is also a faculty member
"What's all the screaming
at the University of Toledo.
about?"

Hoax Hits
Coed Dorm

Two Research
Grants Given
To University

The show also tells the stories
of two men denied employment on
the basis of polygraph tests
describing their experiences. One
tells how he was called a liar
when he denied any homosexual
Inclinations, the other recounts
his dismissal without explanation
after a lie detector Indicated that
he w.is a Black Muslim.
Supreme Court Justice William
O. Douglas notes the "terrifying
aspects" of computerized files.
Senator Sam Ervln of North
Carolina decries such "Insulting
questions" on government tests
as "have you had sexual Intercourse with an animal?"
Congressman John Moss of California warns of potential blackmail through the availability of
personal records.
Martin Gross, author of "The
Brain Watchers," notes that questioning by guidance counselors
effects "an early conditioning of
children Into confessional."
Dr. James Farr, psychologist

WE,RE OPEN!
AND OFFERING
GET ACQUAINTED SPECIALS!
*FREELibby-Tisrra driiki.g gloss with tack purchase
of 8 or more gallons of gasoline!
^ FREE Antenna toppors for all!
^SCOTTIES FACIAL TISSUES oily 9* with any purchase!
^adorable, cuddly, plush SNOOPY DOGS (compare at 6.00)
oily 1.99 with any purchase! (girlfriends, wives, kids
will all love 'em— got oao for yoarsolf aad as a perfect gift).
^SERVICE SPECIAL - Lubrication & Safety Check oily 98*

and management consultant argues
that "personality testing par se"
Is not an invasion of privacy.
Congressman Cornelius E. Gallagher of New Jersey warns against
a "fish-bowl society."
Dr. Carl Kazln of the Institute
for Advanced Studies at Princeton states that the current trend

Invites such a generality as "that
peg Is Carl Kazln" with "statistical conclusion" as Its only Justification.
NET Journal —"Right of Privacy" is a production of National
Educational Television. The executive producer Is Alvln H. Perlmutter.

43 Taste Real
Life Of Army
By DOUG PIMLEY
Issue Editor
ft
"Give mo your attention In the pits. Give me your attention X:
ft
in the pits."
::
:
The sergeant's voice barked over the loud speaker Into the 3
:
: : warm Kentucky night air. Down In the pits, a ten-foot ditch cut
$ around three sides of the 100 yard-long examination course,
ft stood a p'.atoon of 40 men on their last night of basic training.
:•:
"Gentlemen, when the floodlight Is extinguished, the three
•:• machine guns facing you will begin firing tour feet off the ground.
:•: You are to crawl along the course, underneath the wire, from end
ft to end. You'll have ten minutes to do It In.
ft*
"Throughout the course are 19 pits, each with 500 pounds of :•:
:•: TNT. Periodically, one of these pits will explode, causing the g
'■;'■ ground nearby to shake.
To your left side we'll be shooting ft
:|: flares.
■:•
ft
"The total effect, gentlemen, Is to simulate battlefield con- •'•
v dltlons."
£
ft
The combat-simulator course, described above, was one of ft"
'■:■ the programs seen by me and 42 other Junior Army ROTC cad- ft
ft ets at Fort Kuox, Ky., earlier this month. The trip Is made lift annually to the "Horn* of Armor" to help juniors make their ft
ft branch selections tor active duty.
:•:
ft
Wnlle at Knox, we were given some idea of Army life as we ft
ft lived like soldiers and watched basic trainees go through their :•:
ft paces. Our group was assigned to Company E barracks, down X
ft the hall from Marshall University cadets. We got up each day ai ft"
:•: 6 a.m. and "hit the roll" at 11 p.m.
ft
ft'
We ate our meals at the barracks mess hall along side the ft
ft draftees. What an experience! The food, I would guess, rated :'::
•:• a shade below dormitory food.
|:j
:j:
As lieutenants in a possible combat branch—infantry, armor or ft
:■: artillery—we were told that part of our Job likely would be as :■:
v a safety officer at basic training camps.
ft
A clear example of this duty was pointed out to us.
•:•
ftAt that time the Bowling Green and Marshall cadets were ft
v assembled on the tank firing range to watch trainees complete ft*
'■;'■ their proficiency shooting on the M48 tanks. After some 30 :■;
ft seconds of firing, they quit.
ft
ft
The lieutenant in charge told us that one of the rounds had ■:■
v misfired, and the safety officer hid ordered the range closed :■:
ft until he could determine if the remaining rounds would function '■:■
ft correctly. Consequently, we had to leave.
ft
•:•
We also observed basic trainees practicing hand-to-hand com- ft
ft bat. Here a company of 40 men were standing In a field, divided ft
'■:'■ Into two platoons of 20 nun each.
ft
•:•
While they were yelling and falling and being bawled out by ':•
ft the sergeants, up drove two Army buses w'.th 80 bug-eyed ROTC ft
ft cadets Inside. If you don't think that caused a commotion! No ft
ft trainee likes to entertain ROTC cadets.
ft*
'•"
We were also given some 12 briefings while at the base, most :•:
ft of these accompanied by movies or live demonstrations. Sub- j:|
:•: Jects of discussion ranged from the history and mission of armor ft
i:| to the art of boning ham and beef. Included within that range ft
ft were such subjects as weather forecasting, communications, main- ft'
X tenance of tanks, helicopters and airplanes and a short history X
•:• of Gen. George S. Patton, Jr.
|:|
:[:
Demonstrations covered the firing of tanks, hand-to-hand com- •:•
•:• bat, defensive battle techniques and trainees marching or running ft
ft In formation.
ft'

Who looks better on a rfiotorcycle — you or McQueen?

BLOW YOURSELF UP TO POSTER SIZE
Send us any black & white or color snapshot. We'll blow it up
to 2 ft. X 3 ft. (Poster Size). $4.75 for one, $3.00 for each additional from same photo. Inquire as to quantity prices, group
rates and special projects. Original photo returned. Add 25?
for handling.

OPERATION BL0-UP, INC.
636 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20003
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THURS-TUES MAR. 14-19)
Eve. 7:20, 9:30 - Sat. & Sun.
Matinee ■ 2:30. 4:50

trCigarettes 28< plus fax

UNIVERSITY GULF SERVICE
435 E. Wooster St. Ph. 354-8820
"Next To The Wooster Shop"
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HOT NUMBER
DU Sports Car Rally is the
big campus event
for racing bugs.

Prout To Sponsor Bridal Show
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I
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A bridal series, featuring tableware, diamonds, and bridal (ashIons Is being sponsored by the
women of Alice Prout dormitory.
The series will consists of three
programs to be held during this
month. In conjunction with Charltles Month, a Lane Sweetheart
hope chest will be raffled off
at the final show of the series.
Mr. Jon Klever of Klever's Jewelry Store In Bowling Green will
present the first program at 8
p.m., Thursday, In the Alumni
Room. Mr. Klever will discuss
how to recognize fine quality In
china, crystal, and silver, and
demonstrate how to set a table
for every occasion. A silver compote, a glass candy dish, and a
sterling silver pin box will be
given as door prises.
"Secrets of the Diamond Makers" will be the topic of a lechire, given at 7 p.m., March 21,
in the Pin Dogwood Suite. Mr.
John Schatsley of Broer-Freeman
Jewelers of Toledo will be the
speaker. Mr. Schatzley will discuss the history of the diamond,
and will display fashion trends in
diamonds.
The concluding program of the
series will be a bridal fashion
show, featuring bridal and attendants' gowns, mothers' attire, and
going away ensembles for the
bride. Mrs. Lionel Whately of
Westgate Bridal Shop In Toledo

Tickets Here
For Play

1

Tickets for Samuel Beckett's
avant-garde drama, "En Attendant
Godot," to be staged at Bowling
Green State University Monday
(Mar. 18), are available In the
University Union at a cost of
$1.50 for students and $2.50 for
adults.
They also may be purchased
through the departmnet of romance
languages, which Is sponsoring
the production.
"Waiting for Godot," Is a tragicomedy dramatizing the absurdity
of man's existence, will be performed In French by a professional
European company at 8:15 p.m.
In the Main Auditorium of University Hall.

Asian Affairs
Specialist To
Speak Friday
A recent visitor to Vietnam will
speak tomorrow at 7 p.m. In the
Dogwood Suite.
The visitor, Russell Johnson, is
peace educations secretary for the
New England region of the American Friends Service Com nlttee. He has Just returned from
an Inspection tour of AFSC activities In Vietnam.
Mr. Johnson has been on the
staff of AFSC since 1949. Between 1961 and 1965 he was the
Director of Quaker Conferences In
Southern Asia, where he met many
foreign political leaders.
During a four-month trip In 1966
he visited 15 Southeast Asian countries, primarily consulting with
Asian leaders.
He returned to Vietnam In February, 1967 and In January, 1968.
The title for Mr. Johnson's
speech In "Vietnam for the Vietnamese?".

will narrate the fashion show.
Women from Alice Prout hall
will model the fashions for brides
and attendants, and head residents
of the women's dormitories will
model the mothers' dresses.
Chances for the hope chest will
be on sale from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,

Friday through next Wednesday,
In the north lobby of the Union,
for 50 cents each. The hope chest
will be on display at the three
programs, and chances also may be
purchased at these times.
The bridal series Is free and
open to the public.

(Sports Car Rally
( Set For Sunday |
There will be a hot time In the old tow.i, this Sunday and it
y. has nothing to do with St. Patrick's Dayl The heat will bs com.'ng
'■:■ from the cars awaiting the start of the 4th Annual Delta Upsllon
•:• Sports Car Rally.
:•:
The rally is scheduled to start at 1 p.m. from the White Hut
•:• parking lot across from Harshm.ui Q-jadrangle, and will take
:'■: In some 103 mUes of Ohio country roads.
j\
Emphasis, according to organizer Albert l.ayton, Junior In
■:■ the college of education will be placed on careful m.ip--reading
:|: and covering the course with the fewest miles possible, and
'■:'■ within a prescribed time.
The event is open to owners and co-drivers of American and
:j: foreign sports cars which In this case Include Mustangs, Firev birds, Camaros, Cougars and VW's.
:•: Baldwin Wallace and Toledo University Sports Car Clubs have
j:j been Invited to take part this year.
There will be an entrance fee of $1.50 which will go to pay
'■':'. for trophies, plaques and maps.
v Anyone wishing to enter should contact the Delta Upsllon
X House, ext 2495 or register on Sunday In the White Hut parking
•:j lot before the rally.
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Attorneys Make Donation

Call 3855
Wrong number.. .The new
number of the Student Academic Advisement Office for
the College of Education Is
3855, not 3655 as reported.
The three advisers. Dr.
Trevor Phillips, Samule D.
Andrews, Dr. Vergil K. Ort,
and Nell A. Pohlmann can j
be found In 365 of the new ;
Education Bldg.
I

Campus
Calendar
KARATE CLUB
There will be a meeting tonight
and every Tuesday night at 7 In
the Women's Gym.
BRIDAL SERIES
Learn how to select fine quality china, crystal, and silver In
the first part of the Bridal Series being sponsored by Prout Hall
tonight at 8 In the Alumni Room of
the Union. No admission charge.
U.S. NAVY
OFFICER SELECTION TEAM
The team Is now on campus to
provide seniors (men and women)
with information about programs
leading to service as an officer.
A special naval aviation officer
training program Is available for
undergraduate students.
SENIORS AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
There will be a representative
of the U.S.Department of Agriculture on campus today and tomorrow to Interview seniors and
graduate students Interested in
employment with the U.S.D.A.
Mr. Frederick Olmstead, of the
Office of Budget and Finance will
be interviewing in 216 Williams.

Books Aid Department
By GLEN EPPLESTON
Staff Writer
The department of business law
has received gifts of law books
from attorneys in Bowling Green
and Fremont, said Dr. Robert G.
Rlegle, chairman of the department.
The first of these gifts was
donated by Daniel W. Reddln in,
an attorney in Bowling Green, and
a former part-time Instructor in
the law department In 1951 and
1952.
Mr. Reddln donated 175
volumes of "American Law Reports," Including digests and desk
books.
Mr. Reddln's donation is valued
at $ 1,000 by the publisher's representative.
The second contribution was
made by Thomas B. StahL, an attorney In Fremont. M.\ Stahl's
gift contained 729 volutnis. Included In the gift was the three
part "Trinity Series." The "Trinity Series" contains volumes of
"American Law Reports", "Amorlcan Reports", and "American
Decisions",
Also included in Mr. Stahl's
gift were the first 300 volumes of
the "Federal Reporter." These
volumes are a duplication of a
set we already have, but we had
to accept this set In order to get
the rest of the books," explained
Dr. Russell Decker, professor of
business law, and library representative for the department.
The duplicate sets received will
be used •" NHM the law library

06n

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402

Ph. 352-5271

Banking Centers
Rossford, Ohio Ph. 693 0785
Northwood, Ohio Ph. 693 0583
5% - Paid On Time
Certificate Of Deposit
Member F.D.I.C.

In the new 1 Ireland's Branch In
Sandusky. Duplicate books also
used to trade for neertoH »««*«,

en area. There are seven sets
that cover all State Supreme
Courts.

"W e are trying to build a law
research library for any student
that needs to study any cases concerning his particular field, or
cases mentioned in footnotes of
any book he has read," said Dr.
Decker.

" 'American Law Reports' Is a
kind of legal encyclopedia, not like
the ' Encyclopedia Americana,' but
rather a collection of related cases that bear on a particular
pclnt," explained Mr. Reddln.

"Supreme Court cases, circuit
cases, and Ohio cases are well
covered, now we are trying to fill
In some gaps to make them more
complete," said Dr. Decker.

"This set Is m.ist useful for research In a county law library or
at a law school's library," continued Mr. Reddln.

The department has air the volumes of the Industrial States of
1885, determined by the West Reporter System, a system of dividing the United States into related
sections by types of cases In a giv-

The addition of these gifts to
the law library brings the total
number of volumes to 2,417. The
books are located on the second
and fourth floors of the University Library.

MORBID TABERNACLE
KITCHEN CHOIR
8:00 TONIGHT!
IN THE RATHSKELLAR

FREE!
Come see the concert to be presented at:
GENERAL'MOTORS INSTITUTE
In Flint, Michigan on Saturday Night

9
It takes a special kind of nut
to fix a Volkswagen.
Every lost tool and procedure we use on your VW was
either designed or authorized (or the car by the engineers
who built it.
Every last nut hos to be factory-approved.
Including the nut who does the fixing.
He's a graduate of a VW service.school.
And he knows everything there is to know about a VW
Unless we make on improvement.
Then he goes right back to school to learn about thbl.
What all this nutty devotion to standardization odds up to,
of course, is service that's very efficient and very sure-fingered.
So while at first it seems a little insane, on second thought
anything else would be crazy.

©
AUTHOf'ita
LCALlR

LOU LARICHE VOLKSWAGEN
'SERVICE

SALES"

920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East
Findlay, Ohio
Ph. 422-6424
(opp. Findlay Shopping Center)
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Dewey System Retained 20th CenturyThe Library AdrUory Committee mit last Wednesday,
Feb. 21, to decide whether
the Library should change
from the present Dewey decimal system of book classification to the Library of Congress system. The committee
voted down the proposed
change and decided to stay
with the Dewey decimalsystem.
The proposal had been under
$ study for two years after It
$ was brought to the attention
•:• of the Library staff. The staff
:•; recommended that theques?5";$^::s&.;#.T,Bv further »tu<r/
THOUGHTS
There ore no right or wrong
dopes, you hove to decide which
to use and how to use them.
- Timothy Leory

by the Library Advisory Committee.
During their Investigation
last spring. Dr. R. C. Swank,
dean of the School of librarlanshlp, University of California at Berkeley, was asked
to come to the University to
give his opinion on the matter.
Dr. Swank said that the decision should be based entirely
on economics—which system
:ould be used with the lowest
cost.
Dr. Swank later went on to
say that he felt that the Library should change over to
,. the Library of Congress sysgtem of classification .The
:•: committee, though, after more
'■: Investigation this fall, found
:|: there wouldn't be enough sav:•: lngs to warrant the change.
' The committee discovered
ij: that $250,000 would have to

be spent in the next 10 years
to make the necessary
changes. There also would
be the problem of many books
being taken out of clrculatlon In order to have the call
numbers changed. The savings
would not outweigh the cost
until 1976.
The Dewey decimal system
is based on an outline of
knowledge which divides subJects Into component parts.
It Identifies these component
parts with a decimal. The
decimal provides a form of
shorthand to understand what
Is In the subdivision.
The Library of Congress
system does basically the
same thing, but It uses capital
letters to separate the main
subject headings from each
other and then uses numerical
figures to further subdivide
the headings.

■':■'
•:•
:•:
•:•
■:•
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■:•:
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•:•.

The retreat w'Jl cost $6.50 per
person, covering registration,
lodging, study guide, meals, transportation and Insurance.
Registration Is now In process.
Deadline for registration Is to-
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(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. McCullough felt that people
should realize newspapers have
problems In Justly reporting court
action. However, this Is no excuse for Injustice.
When the
people's right to know Is carried
to Its extreme the paper can publish anything.
"This Is a great crime. The
victim has no means of recourse.
What difference Is there between
an electrocution and a story which
causes an unfair trial and a conviction of first degree murder?"
he asked.
"In a highly publicized case with
a highly publicized defendant there
are those Jurors who are prejudiced and admit It and those who
are prejudiced and hide It," stated Mr. McCullough.
"However we use Juries because
we have no choice," he explained.
In spite of these problem areas Mr. McCullough felt there has
been great Improvement In the
dealings between members of the
newspaper and legal professions.
"There are many good papers,"
he said. "The Blade has always
been a civilised paper, so has the
Times.
"If n weren't for the Sullivan
case every paper In the country
would be out of business," he
further remarked.
This case provides the basis for
all libel cases. Under the Supreme Court's 1957 ruling a newspaper can say anything about a
public official as long as no malice is done.
On the other hand there are
newspapers which acquaint themselves with the state since they
feel the state Is all important,
according to Mr. McCullough.
"Kthlcs are nonsense to some
papers," he stated. "How would
you like to read a story In which
everything In your favor had been
left out?"
There is much talk about the pub-

lie's right to know. Unfortunately
some papers print only what they
wint the public to know. They
" select certain cases...and build
them up," he felt.
"The only guy who has freedom
of the press Is the guy who owns
one," commented Mr. McCullough.
He also noted that the business
element has not been happy with
the courts, particularly lnconnection with anti-trust laws.
"Papers can'tyeU In many areas
concerning unfair business deallngs since these subjects have no
sex appeal," he noted. "However
they will yell about comm mlsm
and prayer decisions."
As with newspapers, the legal
profession also has its good as
well as Its harmful aspects.
"We have some noted defenders of the legal profession as
well as some dreadful ones," stated Mr. McCullough.
"Some are Interested only in
getting their nams and picture In
the papers and will therefore go
along with the news mndla. The
press can always find a lawyer
X-lon"* h'easnalYhe l6'al Pr°"
Mr. Wullough cited attorney
Melvin Belli, who defended Jack
Ruby, as being a "master of misconduct," "If you go into the legal
profession as I did I hope you
will be sane and civilized," he
added. "Many in this profession
expect a degree of perfection from
the press which I do not."
Besides having been a lawyer for
the past 46 years, Mr.M;Cul!ough
has lectured at several unlversltles and has written several artides.
He has also served ontheCrlmlnal Law Committee of the Ohio
Bar Association and was chairman of the association's Free Trlal: Free Press Committee. He
Is a past president of the National
Association of Defense lawyers.
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students.
The campus pastorsand lnvlted members of the following sponaortal campus religious organlzatlons ire to be the participants:
Eastern Orthodox Student Fellowship, Gamma Delto (Missouri Synod Lutheran), Sa nt Thomas More
Parish (formerly: Newnin Foundatlon), United Christian Fellowship and its member movem.:-its;
tp.scopal Student Fellowship, LuU>eran Student Association(Amerlean Lutheran Church and Lutheran
Church In America), Methodist
Student Movement, United Campus
Christian Fellowship (American
Baptists, Disciples of Christ, Evangellcal United Brethren. United
Church of Christ, and UnltedPresbyterlan, USA); with observors
from Atld.(Student Organization of
Conservative Judaism).

State University.
In another project Dr. Neal
conducted with Dr. H. Theodore Groat, population speclallst at Bawling Green, strong
alienation feelings were shown
to be directly related to large
families.
The professors* efforts to
discover why people have different size families have
shown that alienation Is as significant In Influencing family
size as religion, class, Income, education and race.
"These findings aren't
really surprising, because
people who are highly alienated are the least likely to
plan for the future or think
In terms of cause and effect,"
Dr. Groat pointed out.

"Age of Alienation" seems
a good name for the 20thCentury according to two Bowling Green State University
sociologists who recently published articles on the nature
of alienation and Its relation
to family size.
"TJ some degree everyone
feels the world lacks meaning and morals, and that they
as Individuals are powerless,
Isolated and adrift," said Dr.
Arthur G. Neal, associate pro$•
fessor of sociology.
•:•:
Alienation Is a general con:'■:■
'■;'■: dition made up of some or all
:jjj
of these feelings. They 'an
'■';'■: be measured much like In>•:
telligence, Dr. Neal has poinS
ted out In an article written
with Salomon Rettlg of Ohio

Episcopalian Priest To Be
Main Speaker At Retreat
Rev. William Norgren will be
the main speaker at an ecumenical
retreat to be held at Saint Augustine's House, a Lutheran Retreat Center at Oxford, Mich.
Rev. Mr. Norgren, Episcopal
priest and director of the faith
and order department, National
Council of Churches, is the coauthor of "Living Room Dialogue,"
which Is to be used as a study
outline for the retreat.
The departure time from Bowling Green will be 5 p. m., Friday,
April 5, and arrival back In Bowling Green will be 8:30 ap.m.,
Sa'.urday, April 6, 1968.

Alienated Age'
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^Tw^W^SirSmm. Zenith

j^ mon^, old.
slx speakers
ConUc, Jlm ,'51 Kon, HaU
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comfortable,
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RECORDS - OLDIES. 2,000 In
^ 25C for „„£ M,il
8tock>
New

orders flUed-

Record Center 1895

West 25tn st. Cleveland, Ohio 44113.
ph. CH - 1-0107.
____
_ .
Agfa 55 mm. Twin lens reflex
camera with flash accessories and
carrying case. $50. Call 352-5559.

fc r Sale: 1955 Ford, standard
shift, good transportation. Call
352-4362 after 6:00.
ATTENTION FACULTST AND
MARRIED STUDENTS '
STADIUM VIEW APARTMENTS
Campbell Hill Road, opposite B.G.
Stadium, Bowling Green's finest
"ew adult/family apartment community. Exceptionally large 1, 2
4 3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2 & 2
baths, fully carpeted, fully air
conditioned, garages, swimming
p-.-,, cable T.V. Rentals from $132
includes all utilities except elecopen dally; Rental Reptrlc.
resentatlve on duty 9 am. to 9
pm# 353.5c.880r 352-5766. Bates
& springer Inc. Mgrs.

at the Armory.
Ail you can
drink. Music by the East West
Relation, presently appearing at
J. Alfred's. $2.50 stag, $3.00
couple or $1.50 single girl. Tickets at 215 Rodgers, 218 Kohl, 444
Conklln, 413 Treadway and 213
Lowry.

Interview call Greenview apt. 352- «
0128 after 6.
———
-——■-TGIF Time at the C.I. Every Fri.
afternoon.
1-6 p.m. LARGEST
frosty in town only 15? QUARTER
NIGHTS PRICES on our other beverages plus —HOT DOGS 10?.

Alpha Phi pledges say: Delta
Upsllon pledges are great.
.____———

Lead guitar and drummer wanted
for outrageous R&R group. Contact Dave - 103 Conklln

BJ

Ride needed to Canton area. March
8th. Pat 113 Treadway.
Alpha Phi pledges say:
the actives!

TO THE

MONKEES: Let's study this weekend, rock next...
"
"
"
Secretary Sue: Sorry you're
leaving...we still luv you...

We love

Ivy Linkers are great say Alpha
Phi Pledges!

__.eta

Beto"Vled~ges' - Th_Jlta"for"__.
best "bag" ever. AX Pledges.

fcj?" *
_„__....

M_Vr.ri_..""»_IlV"»Tl_"r«\"._t,™_I

Need r,de

ch,

Button:
Beer for a rose you
"Pass-Out" first, Sat. night,
"Plnmate Love Inc."
D.J.B., my "Luv", "21" Is Just
the beginning, M.L.D.
To my wonderful friends, thanx
for the neatest birthday ever!
Marilyn.

-t_awDerry

y0U Want to

»*y

W. gut
Cleveland
9 '<>Frlday
-x 3U3
Judl %

tSSUSJX&SiSt 55ldent for president, what's In store
for Cox? - The She-B-T's.

who love_

- - '

p'a'-uV'c^rdned "Vouhlvl won'a
$10 gUt certificate for Lasalles.
Pick it up by Friday at main desk
of Ashley Hall.
Newman Foundation pre sent s:
"Tne Something More" Fri. 8- *
1 "•">•
Lunchbuckets: Remeber to bring
«" Frltos to Protracto's St.
Patty's Party Sat. Night.

vou

FIRE UP! Founders TGIF Dance,
3-5 p.m. In Activities Room.

p

BUSINESSi i PERSONAL
____________"____„_?_________
u„da: Get high for twenty. Happy Birthday from Dunbar Nelghtors,
1
Congrats on lavallerlng" Phyllis
and Alex!

Youngblood! All that Is left now
is the hod fudge sundies, n.m.n.

•"*£. *«re you a good girl on
y°««" first date? 424.

Oklahoma, with love on our 2
plus 3 partnership. Tex.
._
The pledges of Sigma Chl congratulate Fred Montana and his
new Sig plnmate Marlie Dlxon.

Alpha Phi pledges think Theta
Chl pledges really swing!

Doyouneedaphoto? Creative Photography and Custom Framing Call - 353-5885. Gary L. Hager
Studio's.

Wanted: 2 girls preferably friends
live in new country homes. Light
housework and babysitting for
room and board. Transportation
arranged. Starting summer of fall
quarter. Contact Diane at 3533051 or after 5, 354-9893.
—
——
M A
- - and Brows; Congrats on
your pinning. Theta Chlpinm.ates.
Roomsers and Roosters.

.62 Mere, convert., 352-V-s" foil
-<„-„ new t,resBlue. One
owner. $850. 352-5798.

Beer

blast this Friday from 8-12
Q
•
#
Kf I-ft fC
*^" * ™ ■ •
POLITICS

Wchard M

- NUon says his stateviSn,"W_ndT_?n T* °" T J!
_£S2?. c ns « .*" *V? '" the
PacU,C
° "™« » H«H».
VIETNAM
U.S. officials are surprised at
Saigon government's report that
South Vietnamese volunteers are
forming a guerrilla "liberation
army" to invade North Vietnam,
* * *
... -..«..,.
NATIONAL
While the Identities of the men
who hijacked a National Airlines
Jet remain a mystery federal
officials and airline spokesmen
agree something must be done
to prevent more plane grabs.
» » *

SUMMER JOBS available for girls
who live In Shelby County, Ohio;
Miami County, Ohio; and Champaign County, Ohio. Write Holtday Magic, Box #539, Saint Paris,
Ohio, 43702.
'Tls a bit 'o Ireland at the C.I. SAT., MARCH 16th. Big ST. PATRICKS DAY PARTY Starting 1:00
p.m. to —
. Yes, we know
Sunday Is the saints day, but the
leprecons say "Never on Sunday."
So here is the program. LIVE
MUSIC by MALONE and his LEPRECONS —IRISH FAVORS for the
lassies.
GREEN BEVERAGES,
FREE GREEN POPCORN, GREEN
DECORATIONS, even to a green
fire in the fireplace.
CANTO'BURY INN
________
__
Wanted: Attractive co-ed to prepare weekday evening meals.
Qualification: 1. Extremely good
looking. 2. Cheerleader personallty. 3 Able to cook. Transportatlon and meals provided. For

-, i

M Mu Actives say — Pledges,
Get high for Big Slsses.

^

to

A
chance
own

to beat a girl at her
ttame. 3-tlmo gin rummy
champ. Fri. U.A.O. cards tourn
«y-

*

4

"The East-West Relation" band
Call Bob, Room 322, 2211.
Rock & Roll songwriter wanted.
Contact Bob, Room 322, 2211.

V

JAYNE - Now you can buy your
J.T.S!
Happy 21st! CIA
—
Need anything autographed? Con**ct Wllliw DeMarco 341 Comton.
own

Coming Soon - Ralphie Rider and
the Detroit Donnle's. C.D.R.
—
—————-—United Airlines is looking for qualifled new stewardesses. On campus Interviews - March 21. Call
your placement office.
Watch for details on Ralph's Birthday Party. March 21.
——

fc

™

A

•
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Book Review

'The Exhibitionist'
\ .1

By PETER GENOVESE, JR.
(Editor's Note: This Is the first of a series of book reviews.
The books are being donated by the Student Book Exchange.'1
The Exhibitionist by Henry Sutton. 410 pages. Bernard Gels
Associates. $5.95.
Alice Payne Hackett's recent study of best sellers has shown
that notorious books are usually bad books. The Exhibitionist
Is a notorious book.
Of course, the title "best seller" doesn't make a book Inferior.
Other things help. Like good, old Yankee Ingenuity, perhaps —
or greed, perhaps. (Cause — Effect) Or, recently, both of these
Ingredients blended with the name of Bernard Gels (rhymes with
"buys"). Who gave us the notorious Valley of the Dolls and the
equally notorious Sex and the Single Girl. And now (wow!), has
given us The Exhibitionist. Which he commissioned; which he
oversaw; which he printed. And the dirt on his hands Is more than
printer's Ink; I think. Because he created Henry Sutton out of
former Newsweek writer, David Slavltt, and made him pseudonlmbly pen a best seller. Which Gels's staff Insists Is the product
of a man "who has lived In the world of which he writes." (Poor,
tired Sutton nee Slavitt).
The "world of which he writes" Is a world that centers loosely
(too loosely) around young Merry Houseman, a little girl lost In
the realm of the Hollywood starlet (rhymes with "varlet," among
other things). Who Is following In the footsteps of a famous father,
played by Meredith Houseman — a once notorious star, now fading
from that glorious constellation which Is Hollywood. But stars
and starlets are for putting out (N.B., Othello) and so is SuttonSlavltt and so is Gels. And so, it seems, Is Merry Houseman, who
seeks an Identity (Did you lose one?) In Hollywood bedrooms, In
New York bedrooms, and even In some European bedrooms by the
by. My! And all she finds are onanlsts and voyeurs and fetishists
and lesbians and, once or twice, for novelty's sake — a heterosexual or two. But no Identity, not a smidgeon. Not even a simple
writer "who has lived in the world of which he writes." And who
might help. So, Merry succumbs to each new weirdo that she
meets. And lets herself be flattened out and shaped to his desires.
Like Sealy Putty In their hands. Which Is, at book's end, the Identity she sees. Jeez!
But there is a happy ending. For Gels (rhymes with "pies In
the skies") has sold the rights. And he'll get a quarter of a million
for the paperbacks. And Sutton-Slavltt will get his slice, and get
ready to cook again. (A book, The Voyeur, about one Gilbert
Grant, the publisher of a girlie mag named Tom Cat, is in the
pan).
,.

Hearse Gets Second Life
As Student's Used Car
by GARY CROOKS
Staff Writer
"Fun" and "dependable" are
only two of the words Dennis McMackln, sophomore In the College
of Business Administration, used
in describing his hearse.

girl said she liked Its "groovy
atmosphere" but I guess most of
them Just like it because It's different.
"As for parking It in someone
else's driveway, no one has ever
objected except my doctor, but

"Last July I asked my father
to nelp me find a good used car.
He found a hearse for sale at a
funeral horn* in Conneaut, Ohio."
"Mom was against it from the
start. When we went out to look
at It she didn't even get out of the
car. After a lot of coaxing, wa
got her to sit in It and eventually she even drove it she liked
It so well,"Dennis explained.
Dennis' hearse, a '53 Pontlac,
Is easily distinguished not only by
Its size and silver gray finish,
but also by the chrome wreaths
on its back sides. "It .seems to
get more attention than a Corvette," Dennis remarked.
. .
To liven up the otherwise gray
interior, Dennis removed the casket tracks and covered the rear
floor with green carpet. "It only
has one seat," he confessed, "but
there's enough room mil blankets
In the back for a real party."
Dennis attributes the dependability of his hearse to its trouble free, straight-eight engine and
its standard three speed transmission.
"The girls like It, and I haven't
encountered any yet who object
to riding in it on a date. One

. ■fci'ai

IN ALL ITS GLORY . . . uennis McMockin's "fun and dependable," '53 Pontiac hearse gives its owner a "sense of dit..
,. _ _
_ 11
tinction on campus.

Ghosts Haunt Western Town
LANDER, Wyo. (Wire Services;
--South Pass City, one of Wyoming's most famous gold rush
ghost towns, still contains relics
of Its historic past.

mains standing. It was built In
1867, and contains Items preserved from original buildings.

The general store of the town,
miles south of Lander, re-

Fargo freight ol flee and the Exhange Saloon.

35

America. . . Great To Brazilians!
■ y

By

GARY KOVACS
Stalf Writer

"It's great to be here. America
is wonderful!" Th?se were the
words of Cellna Maria Mllllet
Foneseca Rodrlques and Mlklko
Aurea Teshlma of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
Miss Rodrlques and Miss Teshlma are studying at Bowling
Green State University under an
exchange between the University
and Brazil.
"We came to study, live and experience life under the American
School System," they said. "We
will apply the knowledge we have
learned here to benefit those of
our native country."
Prior to their arrival at the
University, Miss Rodrlques and
Miss Teshlma taught elementary
grades at the American School
In Sao Paulo.
"In Brazil classes are only a half
a day," Miss Teshlma said. "The
students do not choose their subjects, as all schools are under
a speciality system Degrees are
received when a person has successfully completed the required
number of courses for his particular major. A number system
from zero to ten, with ten being
the highest, Is utilized for scoring grades."
Miss Rodrlques, who was graduated from the Catholic University in Sao Paulo with a bachelor of arts degree In English, said
"In Brazil college entrance examinations are much harder than
those In America. The ratio of
Individuals passing the required
entrance tests Is one to eight.
•Our colleges are run by the Federal Government and students are
not charged tuition or fee expenses."
' Miss Rodrlques and Miss Teshlma said classes In Brazil Involve more student participation
and are In the form of lectures
and seminars. "We have less
reading assignments, and we concentrate more on using w"iat we
have learned In class, "they added.
They both agreed that living on
campus Is much better than living at home while in college.
"Here there Is less interference
and all the necessary study facilities are close at hand. There
Is more extra currlcular activity
at American universities and we
are never lost for something to

do" said Miss Rodrlques and Miss
Teshlma.
When not traveling the far corners of the earth, Miss Rodrlques,
25 years of age, lives with her
mother. Miss Rodrlques has studled In Argentina and Europe
speaks five languages.
Miss Teshlma, 21 years old,
plans to become a guidance counselor for a senior high school.

In July when they return to Brazil, Miss Teshlma and Miss Rodrlques hope to "take many pleasant memories and an abundance of
knowledge," back with them.

tsane llo\
Medium

14 Inch

*

Pay 1 Price Tonighl
^t

and Drink
All You Can!!!!!

•

J P.M - I AM Dailr

•

insurance agent?"
"That's what I said,

352-5167
FRESH dough1' 352-6782

203 N. MAIN

*

"WHAT!!! ME, a life

Cx. Larq
18 Inch

"We use

FrM D.li-.iy
In Our Portable
Ovent

Also still standing are the school
house, the dance hall, the Wells

J. Alfred's

*

Asked what they liked most about
America Miss Rodrlques and Miss
Teshlma said "We love the snow.
It's so beautiful and we never have
any."

&>

Small
10 Inch

I think he was only kidding when he
said it might look bad for business," Dennis said. Both Dennis and his hearse are now anxiously awaiting spring recess when
they plan to go to Fort i.auderdale. Florida.

until I saw

BOWLING GREEN. O

the real picture.
Come oi in.
Let's talk about itl
■

LAW SOCIETY
MEETING
Tonight At 7 P.M.

We'll be on Campus
March 20,1968
Gregory R. Kehoe
General Agent

Peter P. Kozina
Associate General Agent

MARCH 14
Sign ip in the Placement Office.

ROOM 504
LIFE SCIENCES Bldg.
ELECTIONS TO BE HELD!!!!
The Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company

NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

Independence Square ■ Philadelphia, Pa.

•The B-G News, Thursday, March 14, 1968»
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Basketball-Supply& Demand?
By GARY DAVIS
Assistant .Spurts Editor
You score 43.8 points a game, more than half
a team's scoring average, lead the nation In scoring,
all only to have one of the nation's finest coaches
say, "I wouldn't want a player that shoots so much."
The player, Pete (Pistol) Maravlch of Louisiana
State is the pride of his coach, namely his father.
The other coach, John Wooden of UCLA lacks an
Interest In the prolific scorer.
Is Wooden Jealous? Hardly.
Wooden has the most highly tuted high school and
collegiate player since Wilt Chamberlain, Lew
Alclndor from Power Memorial High School In New
York. The junior eager held the wide acclaim until
this season (how quickly people forget).
The towering slender negro star was the choice
of almost every college in the nation (those with
any concerns for the cage sport at least).
Alclndor had his choice, and what coach was
heard to say, "wouldn't have him play for us."
Rightly so, he was also the future talk of the professional circuit, the NBA. Visages of the future ■
had the pro teams struggling for last place and
the right to select him In the draft.
All 7-foot-l 1/2 of the center.
The Image continued throughout his freshman year,
and his sophomore year materialized as expected
when he paced the Bruins to the national title and
an undefeated season.
His Junior year, well?
Alclndor has anything but led the nation In scoring,
as a flashy pair of guards by the names of Murphy
and Maravlch have stolen the headlines.
Lew has settled for a 26.3 average while the Bruins
of UCLA rambled to a fine 25-1 season finish.
"I don't care If I never have a player who leads

the nation In scoring," Wooden says, "I m ich prefer
what the team does." The veteran tutor at UCLA
would much rather have balanced scoring.
His wish seems to have come true, with four
of his starters named In the recent Associated
Press polling which named Elvln Hayes the player
of the year.
Hayes and company have been the only roadblock
to the Bruin machine that doesn't need a 40 point
night from their star center to win.
John Wooden admitted that Lew Alclndor could not
score In fantastic figures like Maravlch, unless the
opposition would be "silly enough to play him"
one-on-one for an entire game.
It's easily apparent to see that Wooden would
neither desire or ever need a player "who shoots
as much" as Maravlch. Basketball at the Institution
of UCLA will never be In a position where one
player will decide Its cage fortunes (Alclndor doesn't
now).
This outlook Is not to degrade the pride of Louisiana,
Pistol Pete. True the springy eager accomplished
quite a feat in leading the nation in scoring, but
It took that effort and more tohelpl.SU win the games
they did. Maravlch had no supporting cast and I
suppose John Wooden should overlook the fact that
Pete shoots so much, — because It's necessary.
But what of the large quantity of fine guards
around the nation who might also be averaging 30-40
plus points a game If allowed to shoot that much.
It's Just a thought.
The underlying thought of this column seems to
be that basketball Is a matter of supply and demand.
Louisiana State had a demand for points—Maravlch,
John Wooden the best supply of all round talent—Lew
and company, and Houston—the best cage com nodlty
"now" Klvln Hayes.

Intramural Notes
Entries for the lntram iral (IM)
volleyball tournament are due today. Play begins next Wednesday
at 7 p.m., In the Men's gym.
Entries are available from fraternity or dormitory athletic chairmen or In the IM office in 201
Men's Gym.
Entries for the IM swimming
meet are now available from fraternity and dormitory athletic
chairmen. Entries are due March
!8. Preliminaries will be held
\prll 2, finals April 4, 6:30 p.m.

BARBER SHOP
5 Barbers

Fifteen IM league champions began play Monday In Memorial Hall
to determine the All-Campus bas-

Pledges
Say:
We're Diggin'
The Skin
We're In!

making the list as one of the fif- *
teen top scorers In BG history.

TWs placed Piatkowski fourth on
the all time scoring list.

Dlxon was the leading reboun- _
der for the season as he pulled
In 273 for a 10.9 game average.
His top performance came against
St. Joseph's as he gathered In
24 rebounds,

Al Hairston, who played two
years, put In 346 points for a
14.5 average.
He just missed

Two other Falcons ended the
season with double figure averages
as Al Ii'xon scored 11.8 per game
and Dick Rudgers hit for 10.5.

FOR SALES MANAGEMENT
HIGHEST STARTING SALARY
HIGH COMMISSION RATE
YOUR OWN 1968 AUTOMOBILE
GENEROUS EXPENSE ACCOUNT

•
•
•
•

ADVANCE TRAINING (ON SALARY)
ON-YOUR-OWN RESPONSIBILITY
CHOICE TERRITORIES
ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

SIGN UP NOW TO TALK WITH JANITR0L.

DELTA DELTA NILE

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS MARCH 22.
Tonsorial
Services Include
VACUUM HAIRCUT
RAZOR HAIRCUTTING
HAIR STRAIGHTENING
HAIR COLORING
Electric Razors Repaired
426 E. Wooster
Phone 354-2415

J. ALFRED'S PRESENTS
THURS. FRI. SAT.

A unique team is being recruited. We are doubling our sales and need alert
marketing-oriented graduates to spear-head wholesaler distribution in all areas
of the United States. Janitrol is the manifacturer of the BIG J line of
nationally-recognized air conditioning and heating products and a division of
one of the country's 200 largest coporations.
Following a short training period, you'll be appointed a TERRITORY SALES
MANAGER and take complete charge of your sales territory. The sky's the
limit for you, if your ready, willing and able to sell and manage as a sales
executive.
STOP AND THINK: Even if you've already mode up your mind to go elsewhere,
ask yourself how long you may remain a trainee. How long will you be just a
"number" in a bulging organization? With Janitrol, you'll be ON YOUR OWN and
ON YOUR WAY to a fulfilling, rewarding career as a member of the hardesthitting team in this rapidly expanding industry. Our youngest team members are
making the grades, and we can prove it.
Put your education to good use. See your Placement Office for more information.

One Of The Best Bands
Contact:

College Recruiting Manager, Janitrol Division

MIDLAND-ROSS CORPORATION

From The East

"THE 151ST PSALM"

400 Dublin Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43216
Phone 221-6492 (area code 614)
(out of town students, call collect.)

Now Serving The Best Pizza

JBNitrOL...the action maker
In Town - PISANELLO'S

24.0
14.5 ^
11.8
10.5
6.4
4.1
2.1
1.3
1.3 «
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.0
75.1
68.9 *

Walt Piatkowski dominated the
scoring figures for the thtrd
straight year. The senior forward poured in 502 points to gain
a 24.0 average for the 25 game
season. His season was topped
by 33 points against Virginia Tech.

EXCEPTIONAL MEN

•
•
•
•

Avg.

Walt Third Time Scoring Leader

WANTED

ketball championships.
Eleven
resident hall, three off-campus,
and two fraternity teams comprise
this year's tournament. Twelve
of the fifteen teams are undefeated In league play.
The Independent champion will
be determined next Monday.

SERVICE

FGPct FT Pet. Rbnd Avg. PF
PLAYER
60
7.3
183
.815
.524
'Walt Piatkowski, F
86
3.2
81
.686
.454
•Al Hairston, G
87
10.9
273
.533
.432
• Al Dixon, C
62
4.0
9S
.454
.750
Dick Rudgers, G
7.2
71
180
.723
*Joe Henderson, F
.370
1.3
17
28
.625
*Carl Assenheimer, F .487
1.2
17
21
.600
.636
John Heft, C
28
30
1.6
.500
Mark Hoffman, F
.375
0.3
6
4
.545
Sid Rodeheffer, G
.500
10
0.5
8
.000
.455
John Compton, G
0
0.0
Wayne Croll, F
0
.500
.500
2
0.6
5
Dennis Cavanaugh, G
.375
.250
0.2
0
Mark Hennessey, G
1
.000
1.000
0
0.0
Adrian Zuber, F
0
.000
.000
42.8 446
TOTALS
.662 1071
.466
OPPONENTS
42.2 414
.684 1056
.426
'Seniors

